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Abstract. The objectives of the study is to  achieve the learning process of speaking skills 

by developing a think pair share-based learning model, one of which is to improve the 

critical thinking skills of junior high school students. The design of this speaking model 

development is by adapting Borg and Gall's theory. They said in the theory of development 

of a Think Pair Share-based speaking learning model to improve the critical thinking of 

junior high school students. It is about learning language; how to speak, read and to 

respond correctly by developing a think pair share-based learning model. And the results 

of expert validation obtained the results and were categorized as valid. In terms of 

practicality, the model applied to the speaking learning process is in a good category. The 

result of the study states that it is raise to 3.19. as the validator says  in the final assessment 

which contains models it means valid. Based on the criteria of validity and practicality, the 

model developed is feasible to be used as an alternative to developing speaking learning 

to increase students' critical thinking skills so as to produce more focused speaking skills 

and produce quality thinking. Therefore Learning language must focus in what to say, think 

and react by experience, therefore the more error someone does, the more perfect someone 

perform. 
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1   Introduction 

The think-pair-share learning model is a cooperative learning model that emphasizes 

student cooperation which consists of three stages, namely thinking, pairing, sharing [1]. 

Through think pair share students can develop social skills (pairing) and positive needs (sharing) 

so that it is expected to form a characterized educational process. In think-pair-share type, it 

gives students time to think and respond as well as help each other, so that student participation 

is more optimal [1]. In Think-pair-share learning, students provide opportunities for students to 

work individually or in groups to build self-confidence so that it will reduce and even eliminate 

the lack of self-confidence, discouragement, and fear that students often experience during 

learning [2]. 

Cooperative learning is learning that departs from constructivism theory. Cooperative 

learning is carried out by forming small groups whose members are heterogeneous to work in a 

team to solve problems or do something to achieve the goals to be achieved [3]. Cooperative 

learning is learning that consciously and deliberately creates loving interactions between 

students [4], [2]. They will of course need each other and work together to complete the 

assignment given by the teacher. Cooperative learning began to be introduced by Slavin. [1] 

explains, "in cooperative learning methods, students work together in four members teams to 
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master material initially presented by the teacher. In the cooperative learning method, students 

sit together in groups of members to master the material presented by the teacher. 

Cooperative learning is a learning activity in groups to work together to help one another, 

construct concepts, solve problems, or inquire. In cooperative learning, each group is built up 

of heterogeneous students (ability, gender, character), there are control and facilitation, and they 

ask for responsibility for group results in the form of reports or presentations. The basic 

principles behind cooperative learning, Group tasks are designed to be suitable for group work, 

positive interdependence is built in cooperation is necessary for students to succeed, attention 

and class time are given to interpersonal/cooperative skill building, participants learn together 

in small (2-5 member) groups, students are individually accountable for learning and 

participation, the instructors' role changes from being the "sage on the stage" to the "guide on 

the side [5]. 

The steps in cooperative learning are described by [6], namely, the teacher conveys goals 

and motivates students, presents information, organizes students into study groups, guides study 

groups, and works, evaluates, gives awards. Language skills have four components that must be 

mastered by students in learning languages, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

Speaking is a language skill that develops in a child's life, which is only followed by listening, 

and during that time the ability to speak or speak is learned. Talking is of course closely related 

to the development of vocabulary obtained by the child through listening and reading activities 

[7].  Brown said that role and function of languages are integrated with the subject of study. He 

claimed that language is used for communication devices, the language used speaking 

community [8].   

The scholar argues that the purpose of speaking is to communicate. In order to convey 

something that the language user wants to communicate, he must be able to evaluate the effect 

of the communication on the listener and know the principles that underlie all conversation 

situations, both in general and individually [9]. Critical thinking skills are also needed in the 

learning process to speak. Krulik [10] argues that critical thinking includes thinking that tests, 

questions, connects, evaluates all aspects that exist in a situation or a problem. Students can also 

process some pictures, audio, or visual to think critically [11], [12], [13] the symbols of the 

social discourse [14]. For example, when someone is reading a script or listening to an 

expression or explanation, he tries to understand and tries to find or detect things some special 

and important things. The others said that there is a unique personal style and speech function 

in communication [15][16].    

According to Desmita, [17] arguing that critical thinking is understanding some problems 

in depth, keeping the mind open to a variety of different approaches and perspectives, not simply 

trusting information that comes from various sources (oral or written), and think reflective and 

evaluative. Meanwhile, [18] critical thinking is actually a thought process that occurs in a person 

and aims to make reasonable decisions about something that can be believed to be true and what 

will be done later. By developing the Think Pair Share learning model, it is hoped that it can 

develop students' abilities in improving speaking skills, through stages and materials that are in 

accordance with the characteristics of students and the material being developed. Therefore, 

critical thinking also learn from the error in grammar, semantic and pronunciation [19].   



 

 

 

 

 

2   Method         

The research method in this study uses research and development developed by Borg and 

Gall [20][21]. The stages in the development of this model are adapted to ten steps of research 

and development. The subjects of this study were junior high school students in Purworejo. Data 

analysis used descriptive statistics by presenting the results of data analysis in the form of 

percentages and graphs of research results. 

3   Result and discussion 

Based on the results at the stage trial phase or this extensive trial was carried out to 

determine the ability of students to think critically in learning to speak with the TPS learning 

model. The results of the implementation show an increase compared to the previous stage. 

From the validation results in general it is said that the learning model developed is in the 

good category with an average score of 3.19 and is suitable for use in teaching Indonesian 

spoken material. After the learning process can run according to the model developed, then an 

evaluation is carried out to measure learning achievement. Evaluation is carried out using tests, 

performance appraisal Data on the results of the competency assessment at the limited trial stage 

are presented in the Table 1. 

Table 1. The results of learning speaking skills 

Meeting Cognitive Psychomotor Average 

I 80 78 79 

 

On the results of practicality or implementation of learning with the TPS model to improve 

students' critical thinking skills at the limited trial stage presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. TPS Model Implementation in Increasing Students' Critical Thinking Ability 

No Learning Activities Skor 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Introduction and motivation 

Phase Think 

Phase Pair 

Phase Share 

Evaluation 

3 

2.5 

2.7 

2.7 

3 

Average 2.78 

 

From the results of the validators' assessment which contains content validation, and about 

models,  the result is 3.19 or valid category. These components include: Suitability of material 

according to KI, The learning model is in accordance with the competence (urgency, continuity, 

and daily use), The learning model can be taught to students easily and is in accordance with its 

function, The learning model can make it easier to explain the concept of material, The learning 

model presented is clear and logical in accordance with the syntax,  The use of language is in 

accordance with the rules of the Indonesian language, Use of unambiguous language, Do not 

use negative language or sentences, Compatibility of the instrument with the material, The 

evaluation includes indicators of achievement, Difficulty level on each instrument, The level of 



 

 

 

 

 

effectiveness of the instrument on speaking mastery. In the activity of measuring speaking skills, 

it was found that the average score was in a good category. The description of learning outcomes 

in applying the Think pair share model to improve critical thinking skills is presented in the 

Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Average results of speaking skills assessment at the broad trial stage 

The results of practicality or implementation of learning with the TPS model to improve 

students' critical thinking skills at the broad trial stage presented in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The implementation of the TPS model in improving students' critical thinking skills 

From the table and graph above, it is known that the practicality or feasibility of the TPS 

learning model in speaking skills to improve students' critical thinking skills is in a good 

category. 



 

 

 

 

 

4   Conclusion     

Based on the results and discussion of research on the think pair share model to improve 

critical thinking skills, it can be concluded that cooperative learning is an interactive activity 

that will provide learners to form synergies that benefit all members. Communication between 

members will have an effect on the group. Communication skills are also a long process because 

every learner cannot be expected to become a reliable communicator immediately [5]. This 

process is a very beneficial process because it will foster the mental and emotional development 

of the students. Started with the implementation of the think pair share learning model, it is 

known that the practicality and responses of students in learning are interesting or good so that 

they can provide the motivation that has an impact on increasing students' critical thinking skills. 

Learning language must focus in what to say, think and react by experience, therefore the more 

error someone does, the more perfect someone perform [19]. 
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